Date: 5 February 2018
Time: 09:30-12:30
Location: Red Room, FAO HQ (Building A, 1st Floor)

Implementation of the CFS Evaluation
Recommendation 4

GUIDING QUESTIONS

Processes of the Advisory Group

- How can processes be improved to ensure that the Advisory Group is effectively supporting the Bureau?
- Do you have alternative process proposals which would enable the Advisory Group to better perform its functions?

Composition of the Advisory Group

- Are there participant categories from the reform document that would add value to the work of the Bureau?
- Is there a need to change the number of seats? If so, why?
- Are there any proposals to be shared regarding current requests for new mechanisms or additional seats?

---

1 “Processes” refer to the means by which the Advisory Group interacts with the Bureau and can include speaking order, distance between Bur/AG and Bur meetings, length of respective meetings, asked to answer specific questions from the Bureau/offered to comment broadly on agenda items, other, etc.